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ABSTRACT

We present substantial extensions to the Monte Carlo radiative transfer code tardis to perform spectral synthesis for type II supernovae.
By incorporating a non-LTE ionization and excitation treatment for hydrogen, a full account of free–free and bound-free processes,
a self-consistent determination of the thermal state and by improving the handling of relativistic effects, the improved code version
includes the necessary physics to perform spectral synthesis for type II supernovae to high precision as required for the reliable
inference of supernova properties. We demonstrate the capabilities of the extended version of tardis by calculating synthetic spectra
for the prototypical type II supernova SN1999em and by deriving a new and independent set of dilution factors for the expanding
photosphere method. We have investigated in detail the dependence of the dilution factors on photospheric properties and, for the first
time, on changes in metallicity. We also compare our results with the previously published sets of dilution factors and discuss the
potential sources of the discrepancies between studies.
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1. Introduction

In recent years the availability of spectral data for hydrogen-
rich supernovae (Type II; SNe II) has increased dramatically.
Measurements for hundreds of SNe II are now publicly acces-
sible (see, e.g., Poznanski et al. 2009; D’Andrea et al. 2010;
Hicken et al. 2017, for recent data releases), providing a dataset
that contains a wealth of information about the kinematics of the
explosion, the progenitor systems (e.g., Jerkstrand et al. 2012),
the circumstellar material (e.g., Quimby et al. 2007), and much
more. Most of the analysis of this data has focused on the study
of easily measurable spectral parameters such as line absorp-
tion velocities or equivalent widths and their correlations (see,
e.g., Gutiérrez et al. 2017a,b), omitting the full information con-
tained in the spectra. To establish connections between these
parameters and the underlying quantities, such as the metallic-
ity, most studies rely on approximate relations that have been
calibrated based on theoretical models (see, e.g., Anderson et al.
2016). In contrast, only a few well-observed type II supernovae,
such as SN1999em (Baron et al. 2004; Dessart & Hillier 2006),
SN2005cs (Baron et al. 2007; Dessart et al. 2008) or SN2006bp
(Dessart et al. 2008), have been studied using detailed radia-
tive transfer models, which provide a direct way to infer infor-
mation about the chemical composition, the density profile
and other parameters from the full spectral time series. This
applies in particular to the use of SNe II as distance indi-
cators, despite the fact that an absolute distance estimate is
a natural byproduct of a quantitative spectroscopic analysis
(see Baron et al. 1995, 1996a, 2004, 2007; Lentz et al. 2001;

Mitchell et al. 2002). SNe II have a long history as cosmolog-
ical probes (Kirshner & Kwan 1974; Schmidt et al. 1994) and
have regained popularity in recent years due to the increased
availability of data at high redshifts (e.g., Poznanski et al. 2009;
Gall et al. 2018) and, in the era of high precision cosmology,
due to the rising need for independent tests of our cosmolog-
ical models. Recent efforts have focused mainly on methods
that rely on various observed correlations between photomet-
ric and spectroscopic parameters such as the standard candle
method (SCM) by Hamuy & Pinto (2002), the photometric color
method by de Jaeger et al. (2015) or the photospheric magnitude
method by Rodriguez et al. (2014). Both Gall et al. (2018) and
de Jaeger et al. (2017) demonstrate that with the SCM or the
expanding photosphere method (EPM) distance measurements
of SNe II up to redshifts of ≈0.34 are feasible, highlighting the
progress that has been made possible through the availability
of new data. In contrast, the determination of distances from
radiative transfer modeling has stagnated in recent years. Both
the tailored EPM (Dessart & Hillier 2006; Dessart et al. 2008)
and the spectral fitting expanding atmosphere method (SEAM)
(Baron et al. 1995, 1996a, 2004, 2007) have never been applied
outside the local universe. Nevertheless, their independence of
the cosmic distance ladder as well as their foundation in well-
understood physics make them a promising independent tool for
cosmology.

Motivated by the wealth of available spectral data and the
unique diagnostic abilities of radiative transfer modeling, we
have developed a new numerical tool for performing spectro-
scopic analysis of SNe II. Since our main goal is to provide a
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tool for parameter inference, we neglect time-dependent effects
in favor of computational expediency. Currently, the high com-
putational costs prevent the application of numerical methods
that self-consistently simulate the time evolution of the radi-
ation field and the plasma state based on initial conditions
(Dessart & Hillier 2011; Dessart et al. 2013) to this purpose. Our
approach is an extension of the Monte Carlo radiative trans-
fer code tardis (Kerzendorf & Sim 2014), which was originally
developed for spectral synthesis in type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia).
We have extensively modified and improved the physical treat-
ment of radiative transfer implemented in tardis to be appli-
cable to the modeling of SNe II atmospheres. This improved
version of the code is then used to calculate a new, inde-
pendent set of dilution factors for the EPM. In the EPM the
dilution factors as introduced by Hershkowitz et al. (1986a,b)
and Hershkowitz & Wagoner (1987) correct for the deviation of
the supernova emission from that of a blackbody of the same
color temperature. They provide the possibility to compare our
model calculations to previously published numerical results by
(Eastman et al. 1996; E96 from now on and Dessart & Hillier
2005a; D05 from now on) in a simple parametrized fash-
ion. Currently, the systematic discrepancies between the two
sets of dilution factors constitute one of the most significant
sources of uncertainty in the EPM, accounting for differences
of roughly 20% in the inferred distance (e.g., Takats & Vinko
2006; Jones et al. 2009; Gall et al. 2016, 2018). This significant
uncertainty highlights the need for additional calculations based
on independent numerical methods to understand and resolve the
current tension.

The structure of the paper is as follows. We begin with a
detailed description of the physical extensions and their numeri-
cal implementation into tardis in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we provide
a brief review of the EPM and discuss the basic physics of the
dilution factors. As a first application of the extended version of
tardis, we present radiative transfer models for two epochs of the
prototypical SN II SN1999em in Sect. 4. The next sections are
dedicated to the presentation and discussion of our main appli-
cation, the calculation of a new set of EPM dilution factors. The
setup of the necessary grid of supernova models is described in
Sect. 5, followed by an analysis of the calculated dilution factors
in Sect. 6. Here, we focus particularly on the differential influ-
ence of the model parameters such as photospheric density or
metallicity. To put our results into context and to understand the
differences between the published set of dilution factors, a com-
parison to previous studies is given in Sect. 7. We investigate
the differences in the adopted numerical approaches and exam-
ine the different choices for the atmospheric properties. Finally,
we summarize our results and give an outlook in Sect. 8.

2. Method

We present an extended version of the one-dimensional Monte
Carlo (MC) radiative transfer code tardis (Kerzendorf & Sim
2014) that has been significantly extended for the application
to SNe II. tardis is based on the indivisible energy packet MC
methods of Lucy (1999a,b, 2002, 2003) and has been developed
for rapid spectral modeling of SNe Ia. It has been used to study
various aspects of SN Ia explosion physics. Applications include
abundance tomographies (Barna et al. 2017), a study of spectral
signatures of helium in double-detonation models (Boyle et al.
2017), as well as analyses of SNe Iax spectra (Magee et al. 2016,
2017). In these studies only the effects of Thomson scattering
and bound–bound line interactions are simulated in detail. This
is a reasonable approximation for SNe Ia but not for SNe II,

which have a higher ratio of continuum to line opacity due to
the hydrogen-rich composition. To adapt tardis to these condi-
tions, we extend our treatment of radiation–matter interactions
to include bound-free, free–free as well as collisional processes
using the macro atom scheme of Lucy (2002, 2003) as out-
lined in Sect. 2.1. Further necessary improvements to the code
can be motivated based on the peculiarities of radiative transfer
in SNe II. SNe II atmospheres are characterized by compara-
tively low densities at the photosphere and a scattering domi-
nated opacity. Due to the low densities, collisions are ineffective
at coupling the level populations and ionization and excitation
are mainly controlled by the radiation field. The radiation field
is dilute compared to its equilibrium value as a result of the dom-
inance of electron-scattering opacity and thus significant depar-
tures from local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) arise even
far below the photosphere (see, e.g., Dessart & Hillier 2011).
To address this issue, we have extended the code as outlined
in Sect. 2.2. Another consequence of the scattering dominated
environment is that relatively high optical depths on the order of
τ ∝ O(10) are needed to guarantee a full thermalization of the
radiation (see, e.g., Eastman et al. 1996). At such high optical
depths the atmospheric structure is strongly affected by relativis-
tic transfer effects as demonstrated by Hauschildt et al. (1991).
The inclusion of these effect in tardis is described in Sect. 2.1.4.

2.1. Monte Carlo simulations

To find a consistent solution for the plasma state and the radi-
ation field, tardis performs a series of Monte Carlo radia-
tive transfer simulations. At every radiative transfer step, a
large ensemble of indivisible energy packets (see Abbott & Lucy
1985; Lucy 1999a, 2002, 2003) representing monochromatic
photon bundles is initialized at the inner boundary. Initial packet
properties are assigned under the assumptions of the LTE diffu-
sion limit. Thus, packet frequencies are sampled from a black-
body distribution at the inner boundary temperature Ti and
propagation directions are selected according to zero limb-
darkening in the comoving frame. Uniform packet energies
are chosen such that the injected packets carry a total comov-
ing frame luminosity Li = 4πR2

i σT 4
i , where σ is the Stefan-

Boltzmann constant and Ri is the radius of the inner boundary.
With initial properties assigned, the propagation of the packets is
simulated under the assumption of a steady-state, that is to say,
neglecting time dependence, as outlined in the following section.

2.1.1. Packet propagation

After initialization, each packet is followed until it leaves the
computational domain through the inner or outer boundary.
Between the boundaries the supernova atmosphere has been dis-
cretized into equidistant, spherical shells. Within each shell the
plasma properties such as the opacity or the electron temperature
are assumed to be constant. During the propagation the effects
of Thomson scattering, hydrogen bound-free, free–free, bound–
bound as well as collisional processes are taken into account. As
described in Kerzendorf & Sim (2014), line opacity is treated
in the Sobolev approximation (see Sobolev 1957). For micro-
turbulent velocities on the order of 100 km s−1, this is as accurate
as the comoving frame method in describing the formation of the
Balmer lines in SNe II (see Duschinger et al. 1995). Following
Lucy (2003), the free–free opacity

χff(ν) = αff ν
−3T−1/2

e ne

(
1 − e−hν/kBTe

)∑
j,k

N j,k( j − 1)2 (1)
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is evaluated with free–free gaunt factors set to unity. Here, N j,k
denotes the number density of ionization stage j of element k, Te
is the electron temperature, ne the electron density and ν the fre-
quency. The prefactor αff has the value 3.69 × 108 cm5 K1/2 s−3.
Since hydrogen is the dominant source of bound-free opacity in
SNe II, we restrict the inclusion of these processes currently only
to this element. However, since an extension to more species
is conceptually straightforward, we present the governing equa-
tions in their general form. Thus, the opacity resulting from pho-
toionizations of electrons in level i of ion j, k is given by

χbf
i, j,k(ν) = αi, j,k→ j+1,k(ν)

(
ni, j,k − n∗i, j,ke−hν/kBTe

)
, (2)

where ni, j,k and n∗i, j,k denote the actual and the respective LTE
level number densities (see Eq. (5.25) of Hubeny & Mihalas
2014). The cross-section for photoionzation αi, j,k→ j+1,k(ν) is
obtained from tabulated values through linear interpolation.

To account for the inclusion of hydrogen bound-free, free–
free as well as collisional processes small modifications to
the packet propagation procedure of Kerzendorf & Sim (2014,
Sect. 2.6) have been necessary. In particular for continuum inter-
actions an additional MC experiment is needed to determine the
physical absorption mechanism. The probabilities for bound-
free absorption, free–free absorption and Thomson scattering
are given by χbf/(χbf + χff + χTh), χff/(χbf + χff + χTh) and
χTh/(χbf + χff + χTh) respectively. If a bound-free process is
selected, a specific continuum for absorption has to be assigned
according to the probabilities χbf

i, j,k/χ
bf for photoionization from

specific levels i of ion j, k. Regardless of the type of interaction,
we use the macro atom scheme of Lucy (2002, 2003) to select an
emission channel as outlined in Sect. 2.1.2. For bound-free and
free–free emission, the packet has to be assigned an appropriate
frequency before the propagation can be resumed. We employ
the approximate sampling rule of Lucy (2003, Eq. (41)) for free–
free processes and linear interpolation on precomputed values of
the emissivity for bound-free interactions.

2.1.2. Macro atom

We use the macro atom scheme of Lucy (2002, 2003) for a gen-
eral treatment of complicated radiation-matter interactions, such
as recombination cascades, fluorescent line emission or cooling
emission. In this scheme, packet splitting for processes with mul-
tiple emission channels is avoided by assigning the total energy
of the packet randomly to one possible interaction channel
according to a set of rules derived from the assumption of statis-
tical equilibrium. In Kerzendorf & Sim (2014), only the redistri-
bution of excitation energy created by bound–bound absorption
events was simulated using the macro atom machinery. We intro-
duce indivisible packets of thermal kinetic energy (k-packets)
and ionization energy (i-packets) in addition to the packets of
excitation energy (macro atoms) included in Kerzendorf & Sim
(2014) to treat continuum interactions. k-packets can be created
by bound-free and free–free absorption events as well as col-
lisional deactivations of i-packets or macro atoms. Since both
thermal and ionization energy are created in photoabsorption
events, the r-packet is transformed into a k-packet with proba-
bility pk = νi, j,k/ν

′ and into an i-packet otherwise. Here, νi, j,k
is the threshold for ionization and ν′ is the frequency of the r-
packet in the comoving frame. Based on the assumption of radia-
tive balance in the fluid rest frame, all i-packets, macro atoms
and k-packets have to be converted in-situ back to r-packets. For
k-packets this is done by sampling the rates at which different
physical processes cool the electron gas. All treated cooling rates

are listed in Sect. 2.2.3. For macro atoms and i-packets, the situa-
tion is more complicated due to the possibility of internal transi-
tions. In both cases we sample the internal energy flow rates until
a radiative deexcitaton process is selected or a collisional deac-
tivation to a k-packet occurs (see Lucy 2002, 2003). The needed
energy flow rates are calculated with rate coefficients evaluated
as described in Sect. 2.2.

2.1.3. Reconstruction of radiation field quantities

For our detailed treatment of ionization and thermal structure
(see Sect. 2.2), estimates for the radiative bound-free rates and
radiative heating rates are needed. We use volume-based esti-
mators (Lucy 1999b, 2003) to reconstruct the relevant quantities
from the trajectories of the packet ensemble. In this approach, the
time-averaged contributions of all trajectory segments, on which
the process can in principle occur, are taken into account. Thus,
to obtain an estimate for the photoionization rate coefficient γi, j,k
for level i, j, k, we sum over all path segments ds for which the
comoving frame (CMF) frequency ν′ of the packet is larger than
the threshold for photoionization νi, j,k

γi, j,k =
1

∆tV

∑
ν′≥νi, j,k

ε′ν
αi, j,k→ j+1,k(ν′)

hν′
ds. (3)

Here, V is the volume of the respective grid cell and ε′ν is the
CMF packet energy. The time interval ∆t is a numerical normal-
ization factor that is determined by the energy injection rate at
the lower computational boundary. Similarly, the estimator for
the stimulated recombination rate coefficient is given by

αstim
i, j,k = Φi, j,k(Te)

1
∆tV

∑
ν′≥νi, j,k

ε′ν
αi, j,k→ j+1,k(ν′)

hν′
e−hν′/kBTe ds. (4)

Here, the Saha factor

Φi, j,k(T ) =
n∗i, j,k

n∗0, j+1,kne
(5)

enters, which connects the LTE level populations n∗i, j,k to the
ground state population n∗0, j+1,k of the next higher ionization
stage. The heating rate coefficient for photoionization is

hbf
i, j,k =

1
∆tV

∑
ν′≥νi, j,k

ε′ναi, j,k→ j+1,k(ν′)
(
1 −

νi, j,k

ν′

)
ds. (6)

Finally, the heating rate Hff due to inverse-bremsstrahlung is cal-
culated using

Hff =
1

∆tV

∑
χff(ν)ε′νds, (7)

with the free-free opacity χff(ν) treated according to Eq. (1).
Before concluding our presentation of the reconstruction of radi-
ation field quantities, we stress again that currently the estima-
tors for the bound-free processes γi, j,k, αstim

i, j,k and hbf
i, j,k are only

used for hydrogen.

2.1.4. Relativistic transfer

For photospheric-phase SNe II the emergent continuum radia-
tion is created in regions well below the photosphere. In these
optically thick regions, the radiation field is essentially isotropic
in the fluid rest frame and relativistic frame transformations can
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significantly modify the energy transport in the ejecta by intro-
ducing small anisotropies in the lab frame intensity (see, e.g.,
Hauschildt et al. 1991; Baron et al. 1996b).

To include relativistic effects in the Monte Carlo simulations,
tardis uses a mixed-frame approach. Radiation–matter interac-
tions are handled in the comoving frame whereas the packet
propagation is carried out in the lab frame. Whenever neces-
sary we transform the relevant packet properties between the
frames. Compared to Kerzendorf & Sim (2014), we have refined
the treatment of relativity by including frame transformations of
opacities as well as angle aberration. To transform packet ener-
gies and frequencies between observer and comoving frame, we
use the full Doppler factor instead of a first order approximation.
Expressions for the relevant transformation laws can be found in
Mihalas & Mihalas (1984) or, specifically for spherical geome-
tries, in Castor (1972). To be consistent with the adopted frame
transformations, the distance to the next possible line interac-
tion is now calculated based on the full Doppler-shift formula.
As a result, the common-direction frequency surfaces, that is,
the surfaces that emit line radiation at the same frequency in the
observer frame, are no longer planes perpendicular to the line of
sight but have a more complicated geometry as described by the
relativistic Sobolev theory of Jeffery (1995).

2.2. Plasma state

The original implementation of tardis only features approximate
excitation and ionization treatments and a very simplified calcu-
lation of the thermal structure. We have considerably refined the
determination of the plasma state to adapt the code to SNe II. In
particular, we have implemented a full NLTE treatment of excita-
tion and ionization for hydrogen and we employ a thermal balance
calculation to infer the temperature structure of the envelope.

The calculation of the plasma state involves a simultaneous
determination of the excitation and ionization state of the mate-
rial as well as the thermal structure. To reduce the complexity of
this nonlinear problem, we decouple the solution of the excita-
tion and ionization balance as follows: given an initial guess for
the kinetic temperature Te and the electron density ne, we calcu-
late level population fractions as outlined in Sect. 2.2.1. Based
on the obtained excitation state, we solve for the ionization bal-
ance as described in Sect. 2.2.2. Finally, we compute heating
and cooling rates (see Sect. 2.2.3), which are needed for the
determination of the thermal structure. An outer iteration loop
establishes consistency between excitation and ionization and
adjusts the temperature such that thermal balance is enforced
(see Sect. 2.2.4).

2.2.1. Excitation

tardis offers excitation treatments with different levels of sophis-
tication. Level population fractions fi, j,k = ni, j,k/N j,k can be
calculated from the Boltzmann excitation equation, a nebu-
lar modification thereof (see Abbott & Lucy 1985) or from the
steady-state equations of statistical equilibrium.

For the NLTE excitation calculation, electron number den-
sities have to be specified. In this case, the statistical equilib-
rium equations for the total system decouple and can be solved
for each atomic species individually. In the NLTE treatment of
Kerzendorf & Sim (2014), only bound–bound interactions and
collisional excitation and deexcitation rates were included. We
extend the scheme by including radiative and collisional bound-
free processes to obtain a more complete description of hydrogen

excitation. The necessary photoionization and recombination
rate coefficients γi and αi are reconstructed from the MC sim-
ulation by volume- based estimators (see Sect. 2.1.3). The colli-
sional ionization and recombination rate coefficients qiκ and qκi
are evaluated according to the approximate formula by Seaton
(1962). With these processes included, the rate equation for level
i of ion j, k is given by

−

γi + qiκne +
∑
m,i

rim

 fi+
∑
m,i

rmi fm = −(αi+qκine)
N j+1,kne

N j,k
· (8)

Here, rmi and rim denote the total rate coefficients at which radia-
tive and collisional transitions between level i and m populate
and depopulate level i. In the Sobolev approximation, the rate
coefficient for deexcitation from an upper level u to a lower level
l is given by

rul = βluAul + βluBulJb
lu + culne (9)

and the excitation rate coefficient is

rlu = βluBluJb
lu + clune. (10)

Here, Jb
lu is the mean intensity at the blue wing of the line, βlu

is the Sobolev escape probability (see, e.g., Sect. 4.3.1 of Lucy
2002) and Alu, Blu and Bul are the Einstein coefficients. Elec-
tron impact excitation rate coefficients clu are taken from the
approximate formula of van Regemorter (1962) with deexcita-
tion rates evaluated according to detailed balance. For hydro-
gen levels with principal quantum numbers up to n = 7 we
use collision strengths from the detailed ab initio calculations
of Przybilla & Butler (2004).

Despite fixing the electron number densities, the system of
rates (Eq. (8)) remains nonlinear due to the dependence of the
Sobolev escape probabilities on the level populations. We use
a standard root finding algorithm to solve for the level popu-
lation fractions fi, j,k = ni, j,k/N j,k and the ion population ratio
N j+1,k/N j,k

1. The convergence of the outer iteration loop that
establishes a consistent plasma state is accelerated considerably
by including the ion population ratio in the solution of the exci-
tation state.

2.2.2. Ionization

In our detailed treatment of ionization we use the derived level
population fractions ni, j,k/N j,k and an initial guess for the electron
density ne to calculate the total ionization rate coefficient

Γ j,k =
∑

i

ni, j,k(qi, j,k→ j+1,kne + γi, j,k)/N j,k (11)

and the total recombination rate coefficient

α j+1,k =
∑

i

(
α

sp
i, j,k + αstim

i, j,k + qi, j,k← j+1,kne

)
(12)

for relevant pairs of ions ( j, k), ( j + 1, k). We only do this for
hydrogen in this work. For all other ions, the Saha factor Φ j,k =
(N j+1,kne)/N j,k and the electron density ne serve as approxima-
tions of the total ionization and recombination rate coefficients.
The Saha factor Φ j,k is evaluated according to the Saha equa-
tion at the local radiation temperature TR or the nebular ioniza-
tion formula of Mazzali & Lucy (1993; see Eqs. (2) and (3) of
Kerzendorf & Sim 2014). Based on these ionization and recom-
bination rate coefficients, we iteratively solve for the ion and
electron number densities, assuming ionization equilibrium.
1 Specifically, we use a modified version of the Powell hybrid method
as implemented in SciPy (Jones et al. 2001).
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2.2.3. Thermal balance

To complete the description of the plasma state, we need
an estimate for the electron temperature Te in the ejecta.
In Kerzendorf & Sim (2014), Te was set to 0.9TR following
Mazzali & Lucy (1993). We replace this simplified treatment of
the thermal structure by a thermal-balance calculation based on
the heating and cooling rates of the gas.

The thermal energy content, and therefore the temperature, is
determined by the energy exchange between the kinetic energy
of the ejecta, the radiative energy pool and the pool of atomic
internal energy. This transfer is mediated by adiabatic cool-
ing, collisional transitions as well as bound-free and free–free
interactions. Assuming a steady-state, the rates for heating and
cooling of the ejecta by these processes must cancel. Thus the
electron temperature Te is fixed by the requirement of thermal
balance

Hbf + Hff + Hdeexc + Hrecomb = Cfb +Cexc +Cion +Cad +Cff . (13)

Here, Hbf and Cfb denote the rates of heating and cooling by
bound-free interactions, Hff and Cff the respective rates for free–
free processes. The contributions from collisional excitation,
deexcitation, ionization and recombination are Cexc, Hdeexc, Cion

and Hrecomb. The final term Cad describes adiabatic cooling of
the envelope due to expansion work.

Specifically, collisional excitations from lower levels l, j, k to
level i, j, k remove energy from the thermal pool with a rate

Cexc
i, j,k =

∑
l

Cl, j,k→i, j,k(εi, j,k − εl, j,k), (14)

where εi, j,k and εl, j,k are the respective level energies. Corre-
spondingly, collisional ionizations from bound levels of ion j, k
contribute

Cion
j+1,k =

∑
l

Cl, j,k→ j+1,k(ε0, j+1,k − εl, j,k) (15)

to the total cooling rate.
In turn, atomic internal energy is transfered to the thermal

pool by the inverse processes of collisional recombination and
deexcitation at rates

Hrecomb
j,k =

∑
l

Cl, j,k← j+1,k(ε0, j+1,k − εl, j,k) (16)

and

Hdeexc
i, j,k =

∑
u

Ci, j,k←u, j,k(εu, j,k − εi, j,k). (17)

Thermal electrons moving in the field of an ion j, k emit radiative
energy according to (see Osterbrock 1974)

Cff
j,k = 1.426 × 10−27( j − 1)2T 1/2

e N j,kne, (18)

which depends on the ionic charge j − 1, the number density of
the respective ion N j,k as well as Te and ne. In addition, energy is
continuously removed from the thermal electron pool by radia-
tive recombinations. In terms of the modified rate coefficient

α
E,sp
i, j,k = 4πΦi, j,k(Te)

∫ ∞

νi, j,k

αi, j,k→ j+1,k(ν)
hνi, j,k

2hν3

c2 e−hν/kBTe dν (19)

the cooling rate by recombinations to level i, j, k can be written as

Cfb,sp
i, j,k = N j+1,kne

(
α

E,sp
i, j,k − α

sp
i, j,k

)
hνi, j,k. (20)

Photoionizations, in turn, heat the medium with a rate

Hbf
i, j,k = 4πni, j,k

∫ ∞

νi, j,k

αi, j,k→ j+1,k(ν)
(
1 −

νi, j,k

ν

)
Jνdν. (21)

Finally, the electron gas continuously loses thermal kinetic due
to the expansion of the ejecta. The rate of energy loss resulting
from this adiabatic cooling is given by

Cad = 3nekBTe/t, (22)

where t denotes the time of explosion.

2.2.4. Outer plasma iteration

To obtain a consistent solution for the plasma state, the input
electron densities that are used in the calculation of the level
population fractions have to agree with the results from the ion-
ization calculation. This is achieved by combining the methods
described above with an iterative root-finding procedure. Apart
from establishing consistency between the excitation and ion-
ization state, the outer iteration loop is used to determine the
thermal structure from the thermal balance Eq. (13).

2.3. Approximations

As established by Utrobin & Chugai (2005), Dessart & Hillier
(2007, 2010), Potashov et al. (2017) time-dependent effects in
the excitation and ionization balance can play an important role
in shaping the spectral energy distribution. This applies in par-
ticular to epochs following hydrogen recombination. At these
times the inclusion of time-dependent terms induces an overi-
onization compared to the steady state solution, which is cru-
cial in reproducing the observed Hα line strengths. In contrast,
for epochs preceding hydrogen recombination the influence of
time dependence is modest. Since these epochs are most rel-
evant for the application of EPM (see, e.g., Dessart & Hillier
2006; Dessart et al. 2008), we do not consider our neglect
of these effects a severe limitation to our approach. In fact,
Dessart & Hillier (2007) find negligible differences between the
dilution factors from their time-dependent calculations and the
steady-state results from Dessart & Hillier (2006), Dessart et al.
(2008). Only for color temperatures less than 7000 K the correc-
tion factors drop systematically below their steady-state coun-
terparts. As an additional approximation in the solution of the
statistical equilibrium equations, we assume detailed radiative
balance in the Lyman continuum. This prevents MC noise in the
estimator for the ground- state photoionization rate from hinder-
ing convergence and avoids associated fluctuations in the ioniza-
tion as well as the heating and cooling balance. This approach
follows previous studies of SNe II, such as Takeda (1990, 1991)
and Duschinger et al. (1995). Since the Lyman continuum is
optically thick as long as the outflow ionization is not extremely
high, detailed balance is deemed to be a very good approxima-
tion under most conditions of interest. We have verified this by
a series of test calculations without this assumption but with
increased numbers of MC quanta. The spectra resulting from the
two approaches show good agreement for the parameter space
that has been investigated in this paper. This is consistent with
the results of Duschinger et al. (1995) who have reached the
same conclusion for pure hydrogen supernova atmospheres with
photospheric temperatures up to 15 000 K.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the convergence properties of plasma and radi-
ation field quantities. We show the fractional changes between succes-
sive iterations for the mean intensity of the radiation field J, the electron
temperature Te and a representative level population, specifically that of
the second excited level of hydrogen n3. In all cases, we include both the
changes in each individual shell (gray) as well as their average (blue).
The results shown here are taken from our SN1999em model for the
14th of November (see Sect. 4 and Fig. 3).

2.4. Iteration cycle

Tardis alternates between the calculation of the plasma state and
MC radiative steps to achieve a self-consistent state for radiation
and matter. Generally, less than twenty of these iterations are
needed to achieve convergence to a point where only statistical
variations remain (see Fig. 1). The good convergence properties
result from the strict enforcement of radiative equilibrium, the
explicit treatment of scattering and the direct dependence of the
macro atom emissivities on the current estimate of the radiation
field through the macro atom activation rates. At the moment, the
number of iterations is set by hand at the beginning of the simu-
lation, since no formal convergence criterion is implemented in
Tardis. For the calculations presented in this paper, we have per-
formed 40 iterations in all cases. We have found this to be more
than sufficient to guarantee convergence for all used setups.

2.5. Atomic data

We use the hydrogen atomic data as described by Sim et al.
(2005). This data set is based on a 20 level model atom with
each level corresponding to a principal quantum number n.
Frequency-dependent photoionization cross sections are tabu-
lated for every energy state. The tabulated values range from
the threshold ionization frequency up to the point at which the
cross-section is only about 0.07% of the value at threshold. This
improved hydrogen model atom complements the atomic data
already included in tardis (see Kerzendorf & Sim 2014), which
is compiled from the line lists of Kurucz & Bell (1995) and the
Chianti 7.1 data base (Dere et al. 1997; Landi et al. 2012).

2.6. Spectral synthesis

To calculate synthetic spectra, the properties of escaping pack-
ets are recorded and later binned. However, the quality of
the spectra that can be obtained from the normal MC quanta
is severely affected by MC noise. To improve the signal-to-
noise ratio an additional type of MC packet is used in tardis.

Whenever a normal packet is launched or performs an inter-
action in the final spectral synthesis run, these so called “vir-
tual” packets (ν-packets) are emitted to estimate the contribu-
tion of the event to the emergent spectrum. In practice this
amounts to optical depth integrations along a number of ran-
domly selected trajectories through the ejecta. The measured
optical depths τtrj are then used to weight the contributions of
the virtual packets to the spectrum according to the escape prob-
ability along the packet path, exp(−τtrj). This procedure, com-
monly called “peeling off”, is well established and has found
widespread use, in particular in the area of dust MC radiative
transfer (see, e.g., Yusef-Zadeh et al. 1984; Wood & Reynolds
1999; Baes et al. 2011; Steinacker et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2017).

Compared to the implementation described in
Kerzendorf & Sim (2014), modifications have been neces-
sary to keep the computational effort reasonable for the high
optical depths of our SN II atmospheres. Since the number of
interactions scales quadratically with optical depth, the number
of virtual packets that have to be tracked for each “real” packet
quickly becomes prohibitively large as the optical depth is
increased. At the same time, the contribution of the additional
v-packets to the spectrum is marginal due to the strong attenua-
tion towards the surface. We apply biasing to the virtual packet
emission to tackle this issue. Virtual packets are created only
with a probability exp(−τe), where τe is the electron scattering
optical depth. To account for the lower chance of creation, the
weight of the spawned packet is increased by the inverse of this
probability. Notwithstanding this application of biasing, virtual
packets can still accumulate large amounts of optical depth,
for example, in line interactions. We use the Russian roulette
technique (see, e.g., Carter & Cashwell 1975; Dupree & Fraley
2002) to probabilistically remove these low-weight packets.

2.7. Supernova model

tardis allows for the use of complex supernova models based on
hydrodynamical explosion simulations and with stratified abun-
dances (see Kerzendorf & Sim 2014, Appendix A). Neverthe-
less, to facilitate the exploration of the parameter space, we
restrict our analysis to simple, highly parameterized models. As
in D05, we assume power-law density profiles

ρ(r) = ρ0(r/r0)−n (23)

with density indexes n = −dln ρ/dln r in the range n = 6−14.
Both hydrodynamic simulations (Chevalier 1976, 1982;
Blinnikov et al. 2000) and spectral modeling (see, e.g.,
Eastman & Kirshner 1989; Schmutz et al. 1990; Baron et al.
2007; Dessart & Hillier 2006; Dessart et al. 2008) have demon-
strated that the outer density distribution is well described by
such an ansatz with values close to n ∼ 10. The composition of
the ejecta is taken to be homogeneous. Heavy elements up to
nickel are included in the simulations. Following D05 we use
CNO-cycle equilibrium values from Prantzos et al. (1986) for
the abundances of H, He, C, N, O. The remaining elements are
assumed to have solar chemical composition with values taken
from Asplund et al. (2009).

3. Expanding photosphere method

3.1. Presentation of the method

The expanding photosphere method (EPM) of Kirshner & Kwan
(1974) is based on a simplified model of the supernova as a
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sharply-defined, spherically-symmetric, expanding photosphere.
The radiation emerging from this photosphere is assumed to be
that of a blackbody, diluted by an amount given by the dilution
factor ξν. This correction factor ξν has originally been introduced
by Hershkowitz et al. (1986a,b) and Hershkowitz & Wagoner
(1987) to correct for the dilution of continuum flux that occurs
in a scattering-dominated environment. In practice, the dilu-
tion factors account for all deviations of the spectrum from
blackbody emission, such as lines or limb-darkening, in a
parametrized fashion (see, e.g., E96; D05). For reasons of sim-
plicity, in the application of EPM it is assumed that the dilution
factor only depends on the color temperature. The precise form
of this dependence may be reconstructed from supernovae whose
distance is known from independent means (see Schmidt et al.
1992). However, to determine absolute distances it is necessary
to infer the dilution factors from theoretical models as in E96
and D05, and outlined at the end of this section.

Based on the assumptions given above, the specific luminos-
ity of the supernova is given by

Lν = 4πξ2
νR2

phπBν(T ), (24)

where Rph is the photospheric radius and T is the temperature
of the blackbody Bν(T ). By equating this to the observed de-
reddened luminosity Lobs

ν = 4πD2 f dered
ν the angular size of the

expanding photosphere

θ =
2Rph

D
= 2

√
f dered
ν

ξ2
νπBν(T )

(25)

can be inferred from the measured de-reddened flux f dered
ν . The

temperature T has to be determined from photometry as will be
outlined shortly. Finally, to obtain the distance to the supernova

D =
2Rph

θ
, (26)

the photospheric radius must be eliminated from the equations.
For homologous expansion this can be achieved via the relation

Rph = νph(t − t0), (27)

where t0 is the time of explosion and νph is the photospheric
velocity. The expansion velocity νph can be inferred from
blueshift velocities of lines, from cross-correlation of the obser-
vations with model spectra (see Hamuy et al. 2001) or from tai-
lored radiative transfer calculations (see, e.g., Dessart & Hillier
2006; Dessart et al. 2008). Finally, by measuring the ratio of
photospheric angular diameter and velocity

θ

νph
=

t − t0
D

(28)

for multiple epochs t, the distance is obtained from the slope of
the data points. The time of explosion follows from the intercept
with the t- axis.

To apply this formalism to observations, we have to recast
the relevant equations in terms of photometric magnitudes. For a
bandpass ν̄ with a transmission function φν̄,ν the apparent mag-
nitude mν̄ of the object can be calculated from the observed flux
f obs
ν according to

mν̄ = −2.5 log
(∫ ∞

0
dνφν̄,ν f obs

ν

)
+ Cν̄, (29)

where Cν̄ is the zero-point. Using this definition, we can rewrite
Eq. (24) for the dilute-blackbody emission as follows:

mν̄ = −5 log(ξ) − 5 log(θ) + Aν̄ + bν̄. (30)

Here, we have introduced the broadband dust extinction Aν̄ and
the blackbody magnitude

bν̄ = −2.5 log
(∫ ∞

0
dνφν̄,νπBν(TS )

)
+ Cν̄, (31)

where TS is the color temperature. By minimizing the difference
between observed and model magnitudes

E =
∑
ν̄εS

(
mν̄ − Aν̄ + 5 log(θξS ) − bν̄(TS )

)2 (32)

for a bandpass combination S , the angular diameter θ and the
color temperature TS can be inferred from photometric observa-
tions.

To determine dilution factors from a synthetic spectrum,
Eq. (32) is rewritten in terms of absolute magnitudes Mν̄:

E =
∑
ν̄εS

(
Mν̄ + 5 log ξS + 5 log

Rph

10pc
− bν̄(TS )

)2

. (33)

In this case, the photospheric radius Rph is known and application
of the minimization procedure to the synthetic magnitudes Mν̄

yields the color temperature TS and the dilution factor ξS for
the model. In Sect. 6 we will use this procedure to derive an
independent set of dilution factors from our tardis simulations.

3.2. Dilution factors

To understand the results of our numerical simulations, a firm
grasp of the basic physics behind the dilution factors is essential.
One of the most important effects in this context and the orig-
inal motivation for the introduction of the dilution factor (see
Hershkowitz et al. 1986a,b) is the dilution of continuum radia-
tion that occurs in a scattering-dominated environment. If, as in
SN II, the scattering opacity greatly exceeds the absorptive opac-
ity, a thermally created photon can travel large optical depths
before a true absorption event returns it to the thermal energy
pool. As a result, these photons can escape the ejecta without
thermalizing and can efficiently carry away thermal energy from
deep inside the atmosphere. This allows the intensity of the radi-
ation field to fall below the thermal value (Bν) but to still resem-
ble the spectral energy distribution of a blackbody. From random
walk arguments, it can be shown (see, e.g., Mihalas 1978) that
the relevant optical depth for this process, usually referred to as
the thermalization depth τthm, scales roughly like

τthm ∝

√
χν

3χν,abs
, (34)

where χν denotes the total opacity and χν,abs the absorptive com-
ponent. Under these conditions, the emergent flux resembles that
of a blackbody with the temperature at the thermalization depth
but is diluted by an amount ξ2 ≈ 1/τthm.

4. Example spectra

In Sect. 2, a detailed description of our efforts to extend tardis
for the spectral modeling of SNe II has been given. Here, we
apply the extended code to calculate synthetic spectra for two
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epochs of SN1999em, a prototypical event of this class. Our
goal is to demonstrate that, with the implemented changes, we
are able to reproduce the spectral properties of such normal
hydrogen-rich supernovae. Since we do not aim to perform
a quantitative spectroscopic analysis, we have not extensively
fine-tuned the model to exactly fit the observations but have
adopted parameters similar to those used in previous studies by
Baron et al. (2004) and Dessart & Hillier (2006).

As in Dessart & Hillier (2006), we adopt a power-law density
profile with index n = 10 and a CNO-enhanced composition with
an otherwise solar metallicity for both epochs (see Sect. 2.7 for
details). Our first model is for the 9th of November, correspond-
ing to around two weeks after explosion. At this point, the hydro-
gen envelope is still fully ionized but the envelope has already
cooled sufficiently for appreciable line blanketing by metals to
develop. Apart from the very weak He i 5875 Å feature, helium
lines have already disappeared from the spectrum. Since the tem-
perature is still too high for the Ca infrared triplet to form, the spec-
trum redwards of Hα remains featureless. Our tardismodel nicely
reproduces these characteristics as demonstrated by the compar-
ison to the observations taken by Hamuy et al. (2001) in Fig. 2.
The observed spectrum has been de-reddened according to a color
excess of E(B−V) = 0.08, which is slightly less than the value of
E(B − V) = 0.1 chosen in previous studies by Baron et al. (2004)
and Dessart & Hillier (2006). We have blueshifted the observa-
tions by 770 km s−1 (see Leonard et al. 2002) to correct for the
peculiar velocity of the host galaxy. The only major shortcom-
ing of our model is that it underproduces the strength of the Fe
ii lines at∼4550 Å and∼5140 Å . Since this epoch coincides with
the recombination from Fe iii to Fe ii, the predicted strengths of
these features are, however, very sensitive to small changes in the
parameters and to the adopted ionization treatment.

The second epoch we are modeling corresponds to an
intermediate stage in the photospheric-phase evolution of the
supernova. On the 14th of November, roughly 3 weeks after
explosion, hydrogen recombination has set in and the spectrum
shows very prominent Hα emission. Further cooling of the enve-
lope has significantly strengthened the effect of line blanketing
compared to the previous epoch. Redwards of Hα the contin-
uum is no longer featureless, since the temperature has dropped
sufficiently for the Ca infrared triplet to appear. Figure 3 shows
a comparison of the spectrum taken by Hamuy et al. (2001) to
our tardis model. We have corrected the observations for red-
dening and peculiar velocities in the same fashion as for the
first epoch. Overall, our synthetic spectrum reproduces the mea-
sured SED quite well. The two prominent Ca features, Ca H&K
and the infrared triplet, are matched well in both strength and
shape. However, our model slightly overestimates the Hα emis-
sion, whereas the width of the absorption trough is underesti-
mated. As mentioned by Dessart & Hillier (2006), who found
similar problems, the latter might be related to blending with Fe
ii and Si ii lines.

5. Model grid

Having established the capabilities of the extended tardis ver-
sion to produce accurate synthetic spectra for SNe II, we use
the code to calculate an independent set of dilution factors.
To this end, we have set up a grid of 343 models. These
have been constructed to cover the interesting physical param-
eter space of inner boundary temperatures Tinner from 9500 to
24 000 K, photospheric densities ρph from 7 × 10−15 g cm−3 to
8 × 10−14 g cm−3, power-law density indexes n from 6 to 14 and
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Fig. 2. tardis spectral model (blue) for the observations of SN1999em
(black) taken by Hamuy et al. (2001) on the 9th of November. We
have smoothed the Monte Carlo spectrum using a Savitzky–Golay fil-
ter (Savitzky & Golay 1964). The observational data has been taken
from the WISeREP archive (Yaron & Gal-Yam 2012) and has been
de-reddened according to the Cardelli et al. (1989) law with a color
excess of E(B − V) = 0.08 (http://www.weizmann.ac.il/
astrophysics/wiserep/). To account for the peculiar velocity of the
host galaxy, the observations have been blueshifted by 770 km s−1 (see
Leonard et al. 2002). Finally, the synthetic spectrum has been scaled to
match the observed de-reddened flux fλ. The main telluric features are
marked with circled crosses.
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Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for the observations of SN1999em on the 14th
of November.

photospheric velocities νph from 3000 km s−1 to 14 000 km s−1.
For these parameters the models span a range of effective tem-
peratures Teff from 4900 K to 12 000 K. We take the photospheric
properties ρph and νph to refer to the position at which the elec-
tron scattering optical depth is τ = 2/3. In practice, the models
are set up by adopting ρ0 = ρ∗ and r0 = ν∗t for the density
profile (Eq. (23)), where ρ∗ and ν∗ are specific values selected
from the desired range of photospheric density and velocity. To
ensure that the photosphere of the model will lie at the appropri-
ate depth, t (time since explosion) is estimated using

t =
2(n − 1)mHµe

3ν∗ρ∗σT
, (35)

where mH is the mass of a hydrogen atom, µe is the mean molec-
ular weight per electron and σT is the Thomson cross section. In
making this estimate, it is assumed that µe is well-approximated
by µe = 1.52, as appropriate for a composition of ionized hydro-
gen and singly-ionized helium. The full calculation is then car-
ried out and the true values of ρph and νph are extracted from the
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the model grid from Sect. 5. The plot shows the
effective temperature Teff and the photospheric density ρph for all atmo-
sphere models. At low temperatures the actual photospheric density can
exceed the targeted upper limit of 8 × 10−14 g cm−3, due the develop-
ment of a strong recombination wave, which complicates the mapping
between photospheric properties and the computational grid.

simulation. In general, the true values of the photospheric param-
eters (ρph, νph) are very close to the originally selected reference
parameters (ρ∗, ν∗) from which the model was generated. Nev-
ertheless, we always refer to each model by the derived (simula-
tion) values of ρph and νph. We note that the true inner boundary
of our computational domain lies considerably deeper than the
(approximate) photosphere, typically at τ ∼ 27.

The setup of the model grid is done in the form of a latin
hypercube design (Stein 1987). In this approach, each parameter
range is subdivided into N equal intervals, where N is the num-
ber of models and one random parameter value is selected from
each subinterval. This guarantees that, in contrast to a conven-
tional cartesian grid, N distinct values exist for each parameter.
This is in particular beneficial if the quantities of interest are only
weakly sensitive to a subset of parameters2. Finally, to illustrate
the properties of our set of models, a projection of the grid in the
Teff – ρph plane is shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen, the desired
parameter space is for the most part uniformly covered. Devia-
tions from the uniform spacing arise from the use of Eq. (35) to
map between photospheric quantities and the computational grid.
This process becomes less reliable as soon as a strong recombina-
tion front develops. The main motivation for using a mostly uni-
form grid is that it allows us to study the differential influence of
model parameters, such as the photospheric density, on the dilu-
tion factors. In this context, correlations between the input param-
eters have to be avoided as far as possible. However, since quanti-
ties such as photospheric temperature and density are certainly
not completely independent in nature, this also means that the
grid includes models that are not representative of normal SNe II.
One example would be an object with a very high expansion
velocity but an extremely low temperature.

6. Results

6.1. Overview

From synthetic photometry of our model spectra, we can derive
color temperatures TS and dilution factors ξS according to
Eq. (33). To facilitate the comparison to the results of E96
and D05, we focus our analysis on the bandpass combinations

2 Consider the extreme case that one or more parameters have no influ-
ence at all. For the hypercube each point still contains new information,
whereas for the cartesian mesh most of the grid has become redundant.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the dilute blackbody models from {V,I} (red) and
{B,V,I} synthetic photometry (green) to the original tardis spectrum
(blue). The spectrum is our SN1999em model for the 9th of November
(see Fig. 2). The parameters of the blackbody fits are TVI = 9500 K,
TBVI = 10 200 K and ξVI = 0.49, ξBVI = 0.45. We have overplotted the
transmission curves for the B, V and I filters from Bessell (1990). The
Monte Carlo spectrum has been smoothed using a Savitzky–Golay filter
(Savitzky & Golay 1964).

S ={B,V}, {B,V,I}, {V,I} and {J,H,K} with filter functions taken
from Bessell & Brett (1988) and Bessell (1990). Examples of the
dilute blackbody models constructed in the synthetic EPM anal-
ysis are shown in Fig. 5. The results of our analysis are sum-
marized in Fig. 6, which displays dilution factors ξS and color
temperatures TS for all our models, as well as comparison val-
ues from E96 and D05. The color temperatures constitute the
most important parameters in the study of the dilution factors,
since they account for most of the variance in the correction fac-
tors and can be easily inferred from observations. Variations of
the remaining parameters such as photospheric density or veloc-
ity are in most cases of secondary importance and are respon-
sible for the observed dispersion around the color-temperature
trend. In Fig. 6 we find good agreement with D05, in particu-
lar at low to medium color temperatures. For {B,V,I} and {V,I}
the results match well for temperatures below 12 500 K and for
{J,H,K} for temperatures below 7000 K. In {B,V} the dilution
factors are similar to D05 over the entire temperature range. For
higher color temperatures in {B,V,I}, {V,I}, and {J,H,K} our
models tend to be systematically more dilute than D05 with val-
ues closer to those published by E96. As will be discussed in
Sect. 7.2, part of this discrepancy can be attributed to differ-
ences in the adopted photospheric densities. We note that for all
bandpass combinations the intrinsic scatter of our dilution fac-
tors is slightly larger than for the set of models by D05. This
was to be expected, since we have constructed our grid of mod-
els in such a way that at all temperatures the whole range of
remaining parameters is covered (see Sect. 5). In contrast, the
dilution factors of E96 show a much smaller dispersion, since
only a narrow part of the parameter space is explored in their
study. Before concluding our discussion, we stress that this scat-
ter does not correspond to the diversity of real objects but only
reflects our ignorance about the parameter space occupied by
SNe II. Finally, following E96 and D05 we present third order
polynomial fits to the color temperature dependence of our dilu-
tion factors ξS =

∑
i ai(104 K/TS )i in Table 1.

6.2. Influence of atmospheric properties

In the previous section, the dependence of the dilution factors
on temperature has been discussed. Here, we will focus on the
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Fig. 6. Dilution factors ξS as a function of color temperature TS for filter combinations S ={B,V}, {B,V,I}, {V,I} and {J,H,K}. We use a common
y-axis scale for all bandpass combinations S to highlight the differences in the scaling behavior of the dilution factors. For comparison purposes,
we include the models of D05 as blue crosses. Polynomial fits to the dilution factors are shown for all sets of models (dashed: tardis, dashed
dotted: E96, dotted: D05). For {J,H,K} the D05 curve is not included due to a misprint in the tabulated fit coefficients in the original paper.

effects of density. First, we analyze the variation of the dilu-
tion factors with photospheric density. Secondly, we investigate
the influence of the steepness of the density profile. Finally, to
conclude the discussion of the effect of model parameters, we
will assess the robustness of the dilution factor fit curves against
changes in the metallicity.

6.2.1. Influence of the photospheric density

Variations in the photospheric density account for most of the
dispersion of the models around the general color temperature
dependence as illustrated in Fig. 7. Since the density cannot
be easily constrained from observational data, it is essential to
understand its influence on the dilution factors to quantify the
associated uncertainties on the mean and the variance of the
tabulated fit curves. Figure 8 shows the density dependence of
our dilution factors and a comparison to the results of D05. In
general the dilution factors tend to increase with photospheric
density, with the strength of the scaling varying between band-
pass combinations. This behavior can be understood by remem-
bering that the amount of continuum flux dilution depends on the
ratio of continuum to scattering opacity (see Sect. 3.2). Since the
main contribution to the scattering opacity comes from Thomson
scattering, it is proportional to the electron density. Thermaliza-
tion processes, on the other hand, roughly scale with the square

5000 7500 10000 12500 15000
TBV I[K]

0.4

0.6

0.8

ξ B
V

I

D05 E96 TARDIS

14.0 13.5 13.0 12.5
− log10(ρph)

Fig. 7. Dilution factors ξBVI as a function of color temperature TBVI . To
illustrate the density dependence of our tardis models, the logarithm
of the photospheric density log10 ρph is color-coded. For comparison
purposes we include the polynomial fits to the dilution factors of E96
(dashed-dotted) and D05 (dashed).

of the electron density. As such, we expect the ratio of the two to
increase with density, yielding a smaller amount of flux dilution
at high densities. To study this behavior in a more quantitative
way, we adopt the same ansatz as E96 for the dilution factors:
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Fig. 8. Variation of the dilution factors ξS with photospheric density ρph for filter combinations S = {B,V}, {B,V,I}, {V,I} and {J,H,K}. For
comparison purposes the models of D05 are shown as blue crosses.

ξS = ρ
γ
phz(TS ). (36)

Here, z(TS ) denotes a polynomial of the same form as those
used in Table 1. A least squares fit to our set of models
yields the density scaling indexes γ listed in Table 2. Over-
all, the inferred density dependence of our dilution factors is
moderate with similar magnitudes for all passbands. The scal-
ing indexes γ are systematically a bit larger than those pub-
lished in E96 with the largest difference in the infrared (see
Table 2). However, as illustrated by Fig. 8 the density depen-
dence in the infrared is not well described by a single power-
law for the entire density range. In Sect. 7.2 we will use the
inferred power-law scalings to assess whether differences in the
assumed photospheric densities play an import role in under-
standing the discrepancies between the published sets of dilution
factors.

6.2.2. Influence of the density structure

For a power-law atmosphere the ratio of photospheric density
and density index n is approximately given by

ρph

n − 1
≈

2
3

µe

σTνpht
· (37)

For a given outflow ionization, time of explosion and expan-
sion velocity, an increase in the density index n results in
higher photospheric densities ρph and therefore less flux dilu-
tion. However, if the density structure is treated as an inde-
pendent parameter, the dilution factors do not show a strong

Table 1. Coefficients ai of polynomial fits ξS =
∑

i ai(104K/TS )i to
the models for bandpass combinations S = {B,V}, {B,V,I}, {V,I}, and
{J,H,K}.

{B,V} {B,V,I} {V,I} {J,H,K}

a0 0.7417 0.5356 0.2116 −0.0384
a1 −0.8662 −0.3355 0.3799 0.9918
a2 0.5828 0.2959 −0.0673 −0.2867

dependence on n as illustrated by Fig. 9. For a possible expla-
nation, we refer the reader to E96, who have found the same
behavior and have proposed a physical motivation in their
Sect. 3.3.

6.2.3. Influence of metallicity

Line blanketing by metals, in particular iron group elements,
plays an important role in shaping the spectral energy distribu-
tion of SNe II and the resulting influence of metallicity on the
emergent spectrum has been discussed in detail in the literature
(see, e.g., Dessart & Hillier 2005b). However, neither E96 nor
D05 discuss in depth how this effect translates into changes in
the dilution factors. To investigate the sensitivity of the ξ − T
fit curves to changes in metallicity, we have rerun a random
subset of 68 models of our solar metallicity grid (Z = 1) with
a lower metallicity of Z = 0.2. The resulting changes in the
color temperatures and dilution factors are shown in Fig. 10
for the {B,V,I} bandpass combination. As expected, at high
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Table 2. Coefficients γ of polynomial fits ξS = ρ
γ

phz(TS ) to the den-
sity dependence of the dilution factors for bandpass combinations
S = {B,V}, {B,V,I}, {V,I}, and {J,H,K}.

Models {B,V} {B,V,I} {V,I} {J,H,K}

γ tardis

E96
0.106
0.0776

0.137
0.0933

0.133
0.0769

0.116
0.0307

Notes. Here, z(s) =
∑

i ai(104K/TS )i denotes a polynomial of the same
form as used in Table 1 but with different fitted values for the coeffi-
cients.

temperatures (TBVI ' 10 000 K) the influence of metallicity on
the model properties is negligible, since the degree of ioniza-
tion is too high for significant line blanketing to develop in the
optical and near-UV3. For moderate and low temperatures large
changes in the color temperature up to thousands of degrees are
observed. However, the associated changes in the dilution fac-
tors are approximately aligned with the general scaling of ξ with
T . Compared to the intrinsic scatter of the models, the induced
changes in the functional behavior of ξ with T are of secondary
importance. Thus, in the investigated regime, ranging from solar
to distinctly subsolar, the tabulated fit curves are robust against
modifications of the metallicity.

7. Comparison to previous studies

7.1. Radiative transfer

To put our results into context, we review differences in the
radiative transfer modeling between the Cmfgen code used by
D05, the Eddington code used by E96 and tardis and discuss
possible effects on the dilution factors. The main differences lie
in the ionization treatment of metal species, the handling of line
opacity and the inclusion of relativistic transfer effects.

For the calculations presented by D05, only the effect of the
Doppler shift on the frequency of the radiation field is taken into
account. E96 follow a different approach based on the premise
that radiation-field time dependence can be included in a quasi-
static treatment by enforcing a constant luminosity in the comov-
ing frame. In this case, the time-dependent comoving-frame
transport equation reduces to a much simpler expression that
differs from D05 only by an additional term βIν/r, where Iν is
the specific intensity of the radiation field. This term is formally
identical to the part of the full transport equation that describes
the redshift of photons in the scattering process and thus the adi-
abatic loss of radiation energy. However, the sign is changed and
the magnitude decreased by a factor of three. Both approaches
neglect the so-called advection term that arises from the frame
transformation of angles (see, e.g., Pistinner & Shaviv 1994, for
a discussion). This term is generally deemed to be more impor-
tant than the aberration term (see, e.g., Baron et al. 1996b). Tak-
ing into account the additional reduction of the magnitude of
the aberration term in E96, we conclude that the differences in
handling the relativistic terms between E96 and D05 are small in
comparison to our relativistic treatment (Sect. 2.1.4), which cor-
responds to a full solution of the quasi-static relativistic trans-
port problem. Since we can achieve good agreement with D05
despite this difference, we consider it unlikely that relativistic

3 The seemingly random displacements for models at high color tem-
peratures are an artifact resulting from the flattening of the color–color
temperature relationship. As a consequence small changes in the fluxes
can induce large changes in the inferred temperatures.

6 8 10 12 14
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0.7
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I

Fig. 9. Dilution factors ξ for the bandpass combination {V,I} as a func-
tion of the density indexes n = −dln ρ/dln r of the power-law model
atmospheres.
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Fig. 10. Change of dilution factors ξBVI with metallicity Z. The sub-
set of the original solar metallicty models for which corresponding
calculations with a lower metallicity have been performed are shown
in red. The metal-poor models are depicted in blue. Arrows illustrate
the changes in model properties induced by the change to the subsolar
metallicity of Z = 0.2. To facilitate the comparison to the general ξ − T
trend, all models of the original grid are included in gray.

effects play an important role in explaining the systematic offset
between E96 and D05.

Another possible source for discrepancies, which has been
discussed previously in the literature (see D05), is the treat-
ment of line interactions. Here, the differences start with the
handling of the opacity. Both Cmfgen (D05) and tardis treat
the contributions of all lines to the opacity individually, in a
consistent manner. In contrast, Eddington E96 adopts the more
convenient but approximate expansion opacity formalism of
Eastman & Pinto (1993) that combines all line opacity in a wave-
length bin. For the opacity calculation, the expansion opacity for-
malism in E96, as well as the method used in tardis, rely on the
Sobolev approximation (Sobolev 1957), whereas Cmfgen adopts
the comoving-frame method. For micro-turbulent velocities of
less than 100 km s−1, as adopted in D05, the Sobolev method is
of similar accuracy as the comoving-frame method in describing
the formation of hydrogen lines in SNe II (see Duschinger et al.
1995). In regions where line overlap is possible, in particular in
the metal line forest in the blue, the Sobolev approximation may,
however, be less accurate than the comoving-frame method.

With respect to line interactions, the final difference between
the codes concerns the redistribution of the absorbed radia-
tion. Only Cmfgen computes a full NLTE source function for
all included species. In E96 line interactions are treated in
detail only for a few selected elements, in most cases only
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hydrogen. For the remaining species, resonance scattering is
assumed and effects such as fluorescence or collisional deexcita-
tions are neglected. tardis strikes a balance between the approx-
imate treatment of E96 and the full NLTE calculation of D05. In
principle, our implementation of the macro atom scheme of Lucy
(2002, 2003) also provides a full NLTE description of the redis-
tribution process. However, in our simulations only radiative
and collisional bound–bound transitions are included for species
other than hydrogen. Despite this simplification, the approximate
NLTE emissivities from the macro atom provide a full treatment
of fluorescence. It is also worth pointing out that the predicted
emissivities are largely insensitive to errors in the excited states
population and therefore to our use of approximate excitation
treatments. This has been demonstrated by Lucy (2002) and may
be understood by considering that, in the context of the macro
atom machinery, the most relevant level number densities are
those of the ground state and low-lying metastable levels. Radia-
tive excitations from these states account for most of the acti-
vations of the macro atom and their populations are likely to be
close to LTE with respect to the ground state. In contrast, the
level number densities of excited states, which will be less accu-
rately estimated, are not as important in setting the rate of macro
atom activations and enter in the emissivity only through minor
modifications of the internal redistribution probabilities for stim-
ulated emission. Thus we argue that the macro atom approach
captures most of the essential physics of a full NLTE treatment
as opposed to the resonance scattering approximation used in
E96. As such, it constitutes a promising source of systematic
discrepancies between E96 on the one hand and D05 and tardis
on the other hand.

To conclude our discussion of the major differences in the
numerical treatments, we compare the different methods used
for calculating the ionization state of metal species. An accu-
rate solution to the ionization balance is essential in modeling
the line blanketing, which shapes the spectral energy distribu-
tion in the blue. Due to the use of super-levels, Cmfgen (D05)
is able to consistently, though approximately, treat all species
in NLTE. In contrast, E96 calculated the ionization using NLTE
only for a few selected species and only for a subset of their
atmospheric models. For the remaining models and species, LTE
at the electron temperature is assumed. Similarly, tardis relies on
simplified prescriptions for the calculation of the ionization bal-
ance of metals. For the results presented in this paper, we have
used the nebular ionization approximation of Mazzali & Lucy
(1993). In principle, this method should provide a more accu-
rate description of the ionization balance in a diluted, radiation-
dominated environment than the assumption of LTE. However,
neither assumption can fully replace a detailed photoionization
calculation. Still, our spectral models for SN1999em (see
Sect. 4) reproduce the observed line blanketing well. This instills
confidence that, at least for the early and intermediate stage evo-
lution, the nebular ionization treatment adequately captures the
essential physics.

Ultimately, it is extremely difficult to assess the extent to
which, if at all, individual numerical differences contribute to
the systematic discrepancy between the sets of dilution factors.
Based on qualitative arguments, we have deemed it unlikely that
the handling of relativistic terms plays an important role in this
context. We have identified the use of the very simple resonance
scattering approximation by E96 as one of the main distinguish-
ing features from both our and D05’s numerical approaches. As
such, it can be regarded as a promising possible contributory fac-
tor to the systematic differences. However, these interpretations
are speculative and should be taken with a grain of salt.

7.2. Effect of model grid assumptions

In the previous section we have discussed how differences in the
radiative transfer calculations can affect the dilution factors. In
the context of the discrepancy between E96 and D05 most of the
discussion in the literature (see, e.g., Dessart & Hillier 2005a;
Jones et al. 2009) has revolved around these issues. However,
another possibly important (albeit banal) source of systematic
differences is the choice of model grid properties. To demon-
strate this, we have modified the plot depicting the temperature
dependence of our dilution factors for the {B,V,I} bandpass com-
bination to include the color-coded photospheric density for each
model (see Fig. 7). From this, it is obvious that the inferred fit
curves can easily be moved upwards or downwards by preferen-
tially sampling either the high density or the low density regions
of the parameter space. Since the exact distribution and correla-
tion of parameters such as density, temperature and velocity are
not known for the population of SNe II, there exists a certain
amount of freedom in the setup of the model grid.

To quantitatively illustrate the role such effects may have,
we have investigated the influence of density in particular. For
a comparative study we need to consider families of models for
which color temperature, densities and dilution factors are avail-
able – accordingly, we make use of our tardis models, the E96
models and the models presented for the tailored EPM analy-
sis of SN1999em, SN2005cs and SN2006bp (Dessart & Hillier
2006; Dessart et al. 2008). This set of 38 models covers the rel-
evant range of color temperatures and generally follows the fit
curves published in D054.

Before we compare densities, we approximately correct for
changes of the electron densities between the set of models
due to differences in composition (specifically, we rescale the
densities from E96’s models with the estimated ratio of the
mean molecular weights per electron). The mean rescaled densi-
ties 〈ρph〉 are shown in Fig. 11 as a function of {B,V,I} color
temperature. Overall, the densities used in this paper, and in
Dessart & Hillier (2006) and Dessart et al. (2008) tend to be
larger than those of E96 with maximum differences of a fac-
tor of a few. The conspicuous jump in density for the E96
models between 8000 and 9000 K stems from two exponen-
tial atmospheres (e12.2, e12.3). To check whether this den-
sity mismatch might alleviate some of the tension between the
dilution factors by E96, and those of Dessart & Hillier (2005a,
2006) and Dessart et al. (2008), we rescale the dilution fac-
tors ξS using the simple power-law relation ξS ∝ ρ

γ
ph from

Sect. 6.2.1. For this purpose we do not use the mean densi-
ties 〈ρph〉 from Fig. 12 but the appropriate average 〈ργph〉

1/γ.
Figure 12a illustrates the effect of the rescaling on the discrep-
ancy between the two sets of models. Applying the density cor-
rection reduces the maximum difference from roughly 40% to
20%, but fails to remove the systematic offset completely. As
can be seen in Fig. 12b, the procedure is more successful for
our set of dilution factors. After rescaling, only a maximum
difference of around 8% remains between our calculations and
those of Dessart & Hillier (2006) and Dessart et al. (2008). We
stress that due to the simplifying assumptions we have made the
results above are only qualitative in nature. Nevertheless, our dis-
cussion demonstrates that differences in the setup of the model
grid, for example, different choices for the photospheric densi-
ties, can introduce systematic uncertainties on the 10% level in
the dilution factors. This most likely explains part of the discrep-

4 We use the tailored EPM models because the full set of model param-
eter data has not been published for the calculations presented in D05.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the mean photospheric density 〈ρph〉 at a given
{B,V,I} color temperature for the models from E96 (red dashed), the
tailored EPM analyses of Dessart & Hillier (2006) and Dessart et al.
(2008; D06/D08, blue solid), and this paper (green dash-dotted). The
plotted densities have been rescaled slightly to account for differences
in the composition as outlined in Sect. 7.2.

ancy between the results of E96, and those of Dessart & Hillier
(2005a, 2006) and Dessart et al. (2008). To eliminate this addi-
tional error source, approaches are needed that strongly constrain
the relevant parameters through observational data. One possi-
bility would be to base the dilution factor fit curves on the tai-
lored EPM analyses of a representative set of SNe II.

8. Conclusions

In this work, we present an extension of the Monte Carlo radia-
tive transfer code tardis to the spectral synthesis of SNe II. The
key feature of our numerical approach is an updated radiation–
matter interaction scheme, which provides a full treatment of
bound–bound, bound-free, free–free and collisional processes
based on the macro atom scheme of Lucy (2002, 2003). The sec-
ond major improvement concerns the calculation of the plasma
state. The code now contains a self-consistent determination of
the thermal structure from the heating and cooling balance as
well as a full NLTE calculation of the ionization and excitation
state for hydrogen. Other changes include an improved handling
of relativistic effects, an adaption of the spectral synthesis calcu-
lation for high optical depths and a different initialization of the
plasma state. We demonstrate the capabilities of the extended
code by modeling two different epochs of the prototypical SN II
SN1999em. For both epochs good agreement with the observed
spectra is achieved, instilling confidence that tardis is well-
suited for quantitative spectroscopic analysis of photospheric-
phase, hydrogen-rich supernovae.

In line with our goal to use tardis for measuring distances,
our final application is the calculation of an independent set
of EPM dilution factors. In this context, a long-standing issue
has been the systematic discrepancy of around 20% between
the results of E96 and D05, which translates into an uncer-
tainty of the EPM distance of the same magnitude. To address
this problem, we have performed radiative transfer calculations
for a set of 343 tardis models, which span a wide range of
temperatures, densities and expansion velocities. Despite using
significantly different numerical techniques, the dilution fac-
tors extracted from these calculations show good agreement
with those published by D05. This result helps remove some
of the tension between the available sets of distance correc-
tion factors. It is still somewhat unclear which differences in
the numerical approach make the models of E96 systematically
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〈ξD06〉/〈ξE96〉
(〈ξD06〉/〈ξE96〉)rescaled

(a)
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(〈ξD06〉/〈ξTardis〉)rescaled

(b)

Fig. 12. Comparison of the discrepancy between the dilution factor set
in the {B,V,I} bandpass combination of Dessart & Hillier (2006) and
Dessart et al. (2008) 〈ξD06〉, and E96 〈ξE96〉 (panel a), and with respect
to the results of this paper 〈ξTardis〉 (panel b). The findings before (blue
solid) and after (red dashed) the application of a density correction fac-
tor are shown. The details of the procedure are described in Sect. 7.2.

more dilute than ours and D05’s. Based on our calculations,
we can plausibly rule out only one of the previously suggested
explanations, namely differences in the treatment of relativistic
effects.

Our other focus lay on investigating the parameter depen-
dences of the dilution factors. Similar to E96 and D05, we iden-
tify density as one of the most important parameters in setting
the magnitudes of the dilution factors. Our power-law fits to
the density dependence yield similar scaling behaviors as for
the calculations by E96. As in E96, we do not find a strong
effect of the steepness of the density profile. In addition, we
have demonstrated that changing the metallicity from solar to
decidedly subsolar (Z = 0.2) only induces minor modifica-
tions in the relationship between color temperature and dilution
factors.

Finally, we have investigated differences in the setup of
the model grid as an additional source of systematic errors. In
our discussion, we have demonstrated that part of the discrep-
ancy between E96 and D05 can plausibly be tracked back to
differences in the assumed photospheric densities. This result
highlights the need to base tabulated dilution factors on
approaches that constrain the model parameters and their
correlations more strongly through observational data. One
way to achieve this would be to apply the tailored EPM
(Dessart & Hillier 2006; Dessart et al. 2008) to a representative
set of SNe II.
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In this paper we have established tardis as a new indepen-
dent numerical tool for modeling SNe II and have demonstrated
its capability to calculate accurate dilution factors. As a next step
we plan to apply the code to measure absolute distances using
the tailored EPM (Dessart & Hillier 2006; Dessart et al. 2008) or
SEAM (Baron et al. 1995, 1996a, 2004, 2007). As a consequence
of the inclusion of a much more detailed treatment of the radia-
tive transfer process, the typical runtime of the tardis spectral syn-
thesis procedure has increased from minutes needed in the origi-
nal implementation by Kerzendorf & Sim (2014) to hours. How-
ever, in light of the ubiquity of machine learning techniques and
the continuous increase in computational resources, this increase
in computational complexity is of minor concern and it will, for
the first time, be feasible to perform the spectral fitting process in
an automated manner. In combination with sampling techniques
the parameter space can be explored in a systematic manner and
uncertainties in the estimated parameters can be obtained. This
will put strong constraints on the accuracy of absolute distance
measurements of SNe II and will help to assess their promise as
tools for cosmology.
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